Print serials collection development has long been a traditional role of academic librarians. However, in the last 20 years, academic libraries' print serials ownership has declined and online access has begun to take its place, both partially due to concerns with flat or declining budgets as well as lack of space and the need to repurpose this limited space. Pittsburg State University's Axe Library faces the challenge of balancing its print and electronic serials collections at a university whose programs sometimes do not draw enough on library resources. In an effort to create a meaningful discovery experience for the university community and better align Axe Library with the university's strategic plan, the library has been rightsizing the serials collection, taking a thoughtful approach to serials collection development and weeding, reaching out to faculty for input, and repurposing space. The future goal is a PSU curriculum and research focused serials collection coupled with relevant services and resources to serve users' needs. While significant progress has been made, there is a long ways to go.
INTRODUCTION
Like many academic libraries nationwide, Pittsburg State University's Axe Library has been transitioning from print serials ownership towards online serials access through single title subscriptions and databases. The library has been challenged to balance the print and online resources in order to provide for the discovery and research needs of students while also decreasing duplication of those resources. In addition, due to changing students' needs, Axe Library has been transitioning from focusing on physical collections toward students' needs. This includes having an inviting, comfortable, and student centered library with relevant resources, core elements of the library's strategic plan. Part of this change in focus has meant weeding the print serials in order to repurpose space. In keeping with that shift, Axe Library also changed its viewpoint from keeping print serials just in case they might be needed to knowing that format is not as important as access to relevant content. Rightsizing, as described in Suzanne Ward's book Rightsizing the Academic Library, has given Axe Library a guide to accomplishing the goal of a student centered library with a PSU curriculum and research focused serials collection and relevant services.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Academic librarians have long had print serials collection development as a role. They ordered print serials and held onto them, as bigger collections were considered better for accreditation. However, Suzanne Ward, author of Rightsizing the Academic Library, emphasizes that with the exception of the largest research libraries, a collection that is not weeded on a regular basis likely has materials which are widely duplicated elsewhere (36). She adds that many libraries do not systematically weed, but weed only to relieve overcrowding or move materials to other locations (36). However, for some who do not work in libraries, weeding is disconnected from the nature of libraries as a whole and they do not understand the need to weed. Peggy
Johnson adds that "To [those who do not work in libraries], libraries should keep materials on-site and at hand forever, and weeding is suspect--and unnatural act…" (2). Serials subscriptions are expensive, so librarians may be hesitant to weed unused, outdated serials due to fear of faculty backlash or the unlikely event that something is needed. However, Ward notes that "print journals are now … obsolete … from the patron perspective" (15). In addition, while many academic libraries are facing decreased print serials usage and need to weed and repurpose space, according to Ward, many are not weeding due to fear (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) . Fears of weeding may come from old ideas focusing on collection size as a measure of excellence. However, Crumpton and Krautter note that previous measures of academic library quality based on collection size are becoming irrelevant due to higher education's change in focus towards student learning and assessment (454). Libraries are "required to demonstrate what they contribute to student learning" making large collections less relevant (Crumpton, 454) . Ward confirms that previously, libraries were asked for quantitative data, but now must also provide qualitative data (2-3). Coupled with the challenges in the changing focus on student learning, academic libraries also have high serials subscription costs, which have increased 525% since 1986 and continue to escalate according to Association for Research Libraries, but library budgets are flat or decreasing. Many colleges offer both online and traditional classes, challenging academic libraries to provide relevant, accessible resources for all students to support discovery and research. Such is the case at PSU's Axe Library.
PROJECT BACKGROUND Due to prior library administration's viewpoint on retaining serials in perpetuity, Axe library never weeded the serials collection. With no weeding for many years, the library had bound serials volumes that were falling apart and warped, covered in red rot and dust, outdated, irrelevant to needs, crowded shelves, and titles and volumes duplicated in JSTOR Archives. In order to make room for construction of study rooms, audio and video rooms, special collections storage, and offices, the print serials collection had to be reduced by 50%. However, due to a change in time for the beginning of construction, library staff only had three months to complete the project. Ward refers to this type of situation as a "rapid response scenario" which allows little time to figure out what is needed and what to weed (120-121). It was after Axe Library's rapid response scenario was complete that the author was able to investigate rightsizing in earnest and apply it to Axe Library's serials collection. This article is about the author's realization after the rapid response scenario about how to improve the serials collection by creating an overarching plan that allows the library to provide access to needed resources, improve patron service, and create a meaningful discovery and research experience for students.
WHAT IS RIGHTSIZING?
Many different systems and ideas about weeding academic library collections have been proposed and used over the years, and as many reasons for doing so. For example, many libraries use low or no circulation or age of volumes as criteria.
However, Suzanne Ward adds that the approach of weeding due to low or no usage, crowded shelves, and duplicates does not go far enough (35-36). She promotes rightsizing and defines it as developing an "overarching plan for shaping a library's physical collection into one that meets its users' needs" (Ward, viii) . Instead of reacting to situations that require hasty weeding, rightsizing is deliberate and planned and considers various factors, including usage, duplication in full text in databases, and other libraries' holdings (51). It may seem that rightsizing is no different than traditional collection development, but Ward notes that "Rightsizing is not just about space management; it is also about honing a collection to make it more relevant and accessible…" (51-52).
In an age when library budgets are often flat or decreasing while materials costs rise, the idea of "rightsizing" a library to make resources more accessible and relevant hits home. Ward notes, "The measure of a library's value lies largely with the users who are best served by a relevant collection coupled with services that rapidly acquire other material that they need" (16-17). Late in 2016, this author read Rightsizing the Academic Library and realized that weeding does not have to occur hastily in response to crowded shelves or an upcoming project, but should occur continually as a matter of course. Retaining serials just in case they might be needed is an outdated idea the author had based on believing that there are no options to get weeded items if needed later. With the support of our Dean of Library Services and after analysis of our collection, curriculum, and collection needs, the author began to develop rightsizing workflows and strategies for the Axe Library serials collection.
This author began to look at what extent the library needs to maintain print serials holdings for each discipline and weed appropriately. A collection analysis based on a serials list generated from the library's ILS showed that the library was retaining serials possibly longer than needed, but whether they were actually needed was the question. For example, in talking with School of Nursing faculty about print nursing serials, they explained that the standard for nursing research is to cite resources no older than ten years and they supported weeding any nursing serials older than that. However, the Biology Department also uses some of them and wanted Axe Library to retain those which the library does not have online. Another subject where the author weeded significantly was computer information systems, as some serials were thirty years old.
Similar to the situation with the nursing and computer science journals, Axe library was also unnecessarily retaining serials that duplicate JSTOR Archives and Sage. Until about 2011, the library was also binding titles which are duplicated in JSTOR Archives. Because of JSTOR's stability and that the library owns the content, Axe Library is comfortable with weeding duplicate volumes of JSTOR Archives. However, this author did an informal survey of the SERIALST listserv in 2016 about how other libraries handle weeding, or not, of print holdings that are duplicated in JSTOR Archives and received surprising results.
The author asked the listserv members if their libraries weed print duplicates of JSTOR Archives and how they make that decision. The comments ran the gamut, but were in four basic categories: 1) if it is in JSTOR, the library weeds it, 2) the library weeds no JSTOR duplicates, 3) the library does selective JSTOR weeding, or 4) the library does JSTOR weeding on a case by case basis. A helpful strategy to simplify the process for Axe Library has been to use its electronic resource management system's overlap analysis tool yearly to check for overlap between JSTOR Archives and our print holdings to identify items to weed.
Weeding regularly makes the process the quick and keeps shelves tidy. Axe Library also subscribes to the Sage Premier database and the Sage Backfiles, both of which get new titles yearly. Similar to the process with JSTOR, the author does an overlap analysis of the databases against the library's print collection early in the year to identify items to weed. Because new content is added yearly to JSTOR Archives and the number of Sage titles increases yearly, weeding duplicates of JSTOR and Sage will be ongoing. In addition, Axe Library has weeded most microcards due to no longer having a reader.
After migrating to another integrated library system (ILS) in 2014, the author continued the serials data cleanup that began prior to migration and discovered other things that were being kept unnecessarily, including many duplicate volumes.
Sometimes the duplication was duplicate bound volumes and sometimes it was a bound volume and microfilm. For example, with the title American Journal of Nursing, the library had 23 duplicate bound volumes. All were in good condition, so the author retained those in the best and most complete condition. Not surprisingly, microfilm is not the format of choice for patrons, so the author prefers to keep bound volumes if possible.
In addition, Axe Library had significant holdings of popular magazines and newsletters on various topics in bound format, most of which were ephemeral, outdated, irrelevant, had warped bindings, and often printed on poor quality paper. Since Axe Library is placing priority for shelf space on scholarly titles relevant to the curriculum and research, the author weeded most of the popular magazines and newsletters in bound volumes and now limits popular magazines to two years of issues. The author has downsized the newsletters Axe Library receives and unless a title is of long term interest, also limited their retention to two years. One helpful strategy the author uses with weeding limited retention titles is an Excel spreadsheet as a reminder of what serials to weed and when. The author also made notes in the ILS holdings records.
RETHINKING BINDING
When the author first came to Pittsburg State University in 2005, Axe library received more than 1,000 print serials titles yearly. Most were subscriptions, but some were gifts or exchanges, which were problematic because the library often received only a fraction of published issues. In addition, the library was binding at least 500 titles and was sending binding shipments twice monthly. Because the bindery only binds volumes up to two inches, thicker titles were bound more often, increasing the expense. Eventually, the library decreased binding to monthly, and later annually, due to increasing online subscriptions, cancellations, and budget issues. The most recent binding shipment sent in over a year was comprised of 134 volumes. The binding processes, including pulling issues, bundling, shipping, check-in, and shelving was staff time intensive and some of it unnecessary, as many of the titles bound were popular magazines, newsletters, and duplicates of JSTOR Archives.
RIGHTSIZING STRATEGY FOR SUBSCRIPTION SERIALS
While PSU's Axe Library has have seen decreased use of our print serials, there has been increased use of online serials, which is not surprising. Pittsburg State University's online and partially online academic programs have grown in recent years, so Axe Library has responded by increasing online subscriptions where possible. Axe Library is looking carefully at the curriculum and research needs of the university and meeting with faculty annually about their needs. In addition, Axe Library is investigating pay per download for serial titles which are unsustainable as subscriptions but access is needed. The author is looking at online serials usage statistics and doing cost per use analysis yearly; however, with print serials, the library does not have accurate usage data, as they are only checked out to faculty.
The author has been looking at usage data for online serials which receive the most use and which pertain to the curriculum. It is the author's goal to create a core title list based on usage, faculty input, and curriculum. In order to gauge the necessity of subscriptions, the author checks yearly for titles for which we have received many interlibrary loan requests but have no online access or holdings. The turnaways usage reports can also help. The author tries make sure there is not significant duplication among various resources so that Axe Library is making the best use of the budget.
RIGHTSIZING STRATEGY FOR OPEN ACCESS SERIALS
When it comes to open access serials, it might seem that rightsizing is unnecessary. The author understands this, because open access journals, by definition, do not have subscription costs, need shelf space, or need to be checked in. But this author believes that rightsizing open access serials is helpful for several reasons. For example, there is no point in adding every open access serial available, because some are not high quality or peer reviewed. In addition, the URLs for some are unstable and create access problems. One strategy the author used earlier this year proved useful. Upon looking at an online journals usage report, the author noticed that some of the most used titles were ones which were not even activated in the ERM. Upon doing some checking, the author found out they were open access. Obviously, there is interest, so the author added those in the ERM. In addition, the author noticed that the library had multiple links for open access serials all pointing to the same websites. With several available links, patrons are often confused and do not know what to do. So, to simplify patron access, the author removed duplicate access points from the ERM and picked the source with stable and accurate access. This will be an ongoing project and the author will be repeating this processes on all of the publishers it uses that have open access serials.
HANDLING OPPOSITION TO RIGHTSIZING
Traditional collection development focuses on building and retaining big collections. In an ideal library, patrons would have access to the serials, books, and databases we need all the time, in the patron's desired format, with no user limits because our budget is unlimited. And libraries would never need to weed because there is endless shelf space. However, reality tells libraries that subscription costs increase yearly and have since 1986, which means that even with a library budget, the library is seeing a cut. In addition, libraries have limited space and may need to repurpose space. However, even without space limitations, print collections that are retained indefinitely without weeding are useless and not sustainable due to costs and space. Ward emphasizes the need "to focus on the … benefits of reducing the physical collection, rather than agonizing about the few items that may need to be borrowed or replaced later" (10). In addition, declining print serials usage and space are making libraries rethink serials retention. In response, some libraries move low usage items to storage, but Ward notes that could prolong the inevitable weeding of unneeded items (40-42). In addition, storage facilities require staff and money to operate and if a library has materials which are unused, keeping them may waste money and time. " [L] ibraries are moving from a 'just in case' model to a 'just in time' model. Keeping materials that MIGHT be essential can no longer be considered essential" (Crumpton, 457) . And libraries have other ways now to obtain materials that were not available years ago.
While rightsizing is a good solution for many libraries, some will oppose it, including possibly faculty, staff, students, community patrons, or even librarians. The last one might be surprising, but maybe it should not be; librarians spend their careers developing collections, making them accessible, and teaching patrons how to use them, making it easy to become attached. In addition, many librarians are so afraid of weeding material that is not being used that they fail to keep collections current and useable. However, we cannot be good collection stewards if we allow emotions to rule and Ward notes that decisions about rightsizing should be made based on data and input from users (14-17). Lugg and Fischer note that "This seems an ideal situation for the application of a rules-based approach. The material to be considered is … low-use … material. But Rightsizing the Academic Library. Ward notes the importance of having a collection weeding policy in place and publically accessible (Ward, 80) , as it could help you to deal with objections. It is also important to have a planning document (Ward, 80) .
Ward adds that libraries should think what material, such as books or journals, is to be considered and why (81) . Also, what time is devoted to the project and whether are there deadlines (Ward, 81) . In addition, how will you deal with obtaining access to weeded material that is needed later? It is a good idea to have someone to manage the project and keep things organized.
Ward notes that those doing a rightsizing project should think about staffing, including whether additional staff are needed and what their tasks will be (80). Do staff have adequate permissions in the ILS, ERM, and OCLC to do tasks? Do staff need training?
Are funding, equipment, or supplies needed? Also, the library should consider what will be done with discarded materials (Ward, 84) . Some tools PSU Axe Library has found to be indispensable include the electronic resource management system's overlap analysis tool, the ILS for efficient weeding, checklists, and OCLC for identifying other libraries' holdings.
CONCLUSION
While print serials collection development has long been an academic library role, the trend is swinging towards online access as online subscriptions, databases, and open access. While Axe Library's rightsizing will be ongoing, significant progress has been made towards the goal of a PSU curriculum and research centered serials collection and relevant services in a student-centered library. The changes Axe Library made required shifting viewpoint from retaining serials just in case they might be needed to providing a paired down serials collection and relevant services. Some of the newly free space has already made the library more student centered, welcoming, and comfortable for discovery and research. PSU Axe Library has already received positive comments about how open, welcoming, and less crowded the library is, as well as a lot of use of the new group study rooms and video and audio rooms. The author's biggest personal gain are increased confidence in doing weeding, a plan for doing weeding, and the ability to see results.
